Homegrown - Zac Brown Band
(Key of G {original-F#}, 104 BPM) – 11/6/15
Pattern throughout, except for drum intro: (X , -X , ,)

I (drums)-2X Band: [(C G) (C D) (C G) (D)]-2X

V1 “I got a piece of land out in the country side...”
[(G C) (Em D)]-3X (G C) (G D)

Pre-C “I got some good friends that live down the street...”
(G C) (D G) (Em C) (D G)
(C G) (D Em) (C G) (D G)

C “Homegrown, homegrown”
(C G) (C D) (C G) (D)

Fill (C G) (C D) (C G) (D)

V2 “We got a fire goin' down by the river side...”
(same)

Pre-C “I got some good friends that live down the street...”
(same)

C2 “Homegrown, homegrown” -2X
(same)-2X

Refrain “(I got some) good friends that live down the street...”

Breakdown Keys, clap: (G)-4X Add drums, gtr: (C G) (C Em)
“I got everything I need (Homegrown) and nothing that I don’t (Homegrown)
Everything that I need (Homegrown) and nothing that I don't (Homegrown)”
(C G) (D G) Add bass: (Em C) (D G) (C G)
(D G) (Em C) (tacet)

B “(It's the) weight that you carry from the things...”
Band (Em B7) (C G) (Em B7) 2-beats: (C)
(G D) (Am Bm) (Em B7) (C G)

Outro (“I got) everything I need and nothing that I don’t (Homegrown)” -4X
Gtr, keys only: [(Em C) (D G)]-3x (Em C) (D out: , ,)